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These days the rich have become familiar with the art of building brick walls between themselves and others; moreover, they have forgotten how to build bridges to connect with the hearts, which used to be called the moral relations. Does this mean that in the digital world we live in, which in one side the materialism becomes more colorful day by day, the moral issues should get paler and fade away? Does this mean the morality should be crushed under the feet of materialism? Do the rich, those who stressfully try and work hard to raise their standards of living know that in order to be able to be in peace and sleep restfully at nights no more than a single room

((Jamileh Kharrazi)), a lady with the righteous of spirits, who is familiar with wisdom of wealth

Service to the Iranian society always begins through arts and culture
is needed? The extend of the questions are so vast, while the answers are few and complicated that the questioning individual finds himself against a brick wall, becoming so frustrated that he finally gives up and becomes exhausted with the challenge. However, it is good to know that there are still some individuals with righteous of spirits, especially in the Iranian communities who answer all these questions and make all the differences. One of these outstanding individuals is Miss. Jamileh Kharrazi whose efforts and hard work has always been to serve her countrymen and her country, an individual we should have mentioned long time ago.

In this time and age, the age of the computer and Internet, it seems that human compassion and love is fading away, less and fewer individuals are found to care for their own kinds and kin.